ALLIGATORS have between 74 and 80 teeth in their jaws at any given time, and as teeth wear down or fall out they are replaced. An alligator can go through over 2,000 teeth in its lifetime.

During the fall, brown BEARS eat practically around the clock, stocking up for the next four to seven months. They may eat 90 pounds of food per day.

CATS only use their meows to talk to humans, not each other. The only time they meow to communicate with other felines is when they are kittens to signal to their mother.

A DOG’S sense of smell is 10,000 – 100,000 times more acute than that of humans.

In addition to the familiar trumpet blast, ELEPHANTS also purr much like cats do.

FROGS sleep with their eyes open; they never have their eyes closed during their life.
**Goats** are burpers! Goats can frequently be heard burping.

Whinnying and neighing sounds are made when **HORSES** meet or leave each other.

An **IBIS** can be covered with white, black, brown, gray, orange-red or pink plumage, depending on the species, habitat and type of diet.

**JAGUARS** will dip their tails into the water to lure fish, much like a fishing line.

When not feasting on leaves, **KOALAS** spend their time dozing in the branches, sleeping up to 18 hours a day!

When one **LLAMA** has an issue with another llama, it will stick its tongue out to express its displeasure.

**MONKEYS** can hold and grasp things with both their fingers and toes and they are known for peeling their bananas and tossing the skins aside.

The **NARWHAL** tusk is made of ivory, and is actually a tooth, that spirals out of the upper left side of the jaw and through their lip. They can extend up to 10 feet long and weigh as much as 22 pounds.
OSTRICHES are the fastest runners of any birds or other two-legged animal and can sprint at over 70 km/hr, covering up to 5 meters in a single stride.

PIGS do not “eat like pigs” or “pig out.” They prefer to eat slowly and savor their food.

QUAIL are rarely seen in flight, preferring only to fly when startled. In flight, they rapidly beat their wings, and they do not have the endurance to keep it up for long.

RABBITS perform an athletic leap, known as a ‘binky’, when they’re happy — performing twists and kicks in mid air!

SNAKES smell with their tongue.

TIGERS are the only cat species that are completely striped. They even have stripes on their skin. No two tigers have the same stripes.

UNICORNS are legendary creatures and have special magical powers to grant wishes of those who are pure of heart.

A VOLE looks like a mouse, but its muzzle is more blunt and rounded, tail is shorter and ears are smaller. They are very fast, and can run at the speed of 6 miles per hour.
**WALRUS** tusks are elongated canines, which are present in both male and female walruses and can reach a length of 3 ft. 3 in. and weigh up to 12 lbs. They can break through 8 inches of ice. They also assist walruses in climbing out of the water and onto the ice.

The most distinctive feature of the **X-RAY TETRA** (or X-ray fish) is the translucent layer of skin that covers its small body, making the fish's backbone clearly visible.

Tibetan monks spend months carving colorful sculptures out of **YAK** butter. During the festival, the ornate sculptures line streets lit by lamps burning yak butter.

**ZEBRAS** are actually black with white stripes!